Ethernet networks rely on the so-called spanning tree protocol (IEEE 802.ld) in order to break cycles, thereby avoiding the possibility of infinitely circulating packets and deadlocks This protocol impses a severe penally on the performance and scalability of large Gigabit Ethernet backbones, since it makes inefficient use of expensive fibers and may lead to bottlenecks. I n this paper, we propose a significantly more scalable cycle-breaking approach, based on the novel theory of turn-prohibition. Specifically, we intmduce, analyze and evaluate a new algorithm, called %-Based lhrn-Prohibition (TBTP). We show that this polynomial-time algorithm maintains backwardcompatibility with the IEEE 802.ld standard and never prohibits more than 11'2 of the turns in the network, for any given graph and any given spanning tree. Through extensive simulations on a variety of graph topologies, we show that it can lead to an order of magnitude improvement over the spanning tree protocol with respect to throughput and end-of-end delay metries. In addition, we prop-and evaluate beuristier to determine the replacement order of legacy switches that results in the fastest performance improvement.
Th. work of the second author was supposed in pan by the Naliooal Science Foundation under CAREER grant ANI-0132802 and gran1 ANI- 0240333. and packet loss in the network C1.41. More specifically, the flow control mechanism (IEEE 8 0 2 . 3~) prevents switches from loosing packets due to buffer overflow. This protocol makes use of Pause messages, whereby a congested receiver can ask the transmitter to suspend (pause) its transmissions. Each Pause message includes a timer value that specifies how long the transmitter needs to remain quiet.
Currently, the network topology for Gigabit Ethernet follows the traditional rules of Ethernet. The spanning tree protocol (IEEE 802.ld) is used to avoid the Occurrence of any cycle in the networks, thus pruning the network into a tree topology [51.
The reasons for breaking cycles are two-fold. The first is to avoid broadcast packets (or packets with unknown destination) from circulating forever in the network. Unlike IP, Ethernet packets do not have a lime-to-Live (nZ) field. Moreover, Ethernet switches must be transparent, which means that they are not allowed to modify headers of Ethernet packets.
The second reason is to prevent the occurrence of deadlocks as a result of the IEEE 8 0 2 . 3~ flow control mechanism 161. Such deadlocks may occur when Pause messages are sent from one switch to another along a circular path, leading to a situation where no switch is allowed to transmit. The use of a spanning tree precludes this problem, since deadlocks cannot arise in an acyclic network [I.
The spanning tree protocol works well in LAN networks, which are often organized hierarchically and under-utilized [SI.
However, it imposes a severe penalty on the performance and scalability of large Gigabit Ethernet backbones, since a spanning tree allows the use of only one cycle-free path in the entire network. As pointed out by the Metro Ethernet FONm, an industry-wide initiative promoting the use of optical Ethernet in metropolitan area networks, this leads to inefficient utilization of expensive fiber links and may result in uneven load distribution and bottlenecks, especially close to the root [9, 101.
One of the current approaches to address this issue is to overlay the physical network with logical networks, referred to as virtual LANs [51. A spanning tree instance is then run separately for each virtual LAN (or group of virtual LANs). This approach of maintaining multiple spanning trees can add significant complexity to network management and be very CPU-intensive [9] .
In this paper, we propose a significantly more scalable approach, based on the novel theory of turn-pruhibitiun 111, 121, in order to solve the cycle-breaking problem in Gigabit Ethernet backbones. Turn-prohibition is much less restrictive than link-prohibition, the approach employed to construct a spanning tree. The main idea is to consider pairs of links 0-7803-8355-9/04/%20.00 02004 IEEE. around nodes, referred to as turns [131, and show that all the cycles in a network can be broken through the prohibition of carefully selected turns in the network (a turn (a, b, c) around node b is prohibited if no packet can be forwarded from link (a, b) to link (b, c ) ) .
One of the main challenges in making use of the turnprohibition approach is to maintain backward-compatibility with the IEEE 802.ld standard. Our main contribution in this paper is to propose and analyze a novel algorithm, called Tree-Based Turn-Prohibition (TBTP), to address this issue. This algorithm receives a graph along with a spanning tree, as its input, and generates a set of prohibited turns, as its output.
The TBTP algorithm possesses several key theoretical properties. Fir& it breaks all the cycles in the networks and preserves connectivity. Second, it never prohibits turns along the given spanning tree. In particular, if the tree is generated by the IEEE 802.ld protocol, then legacy switches can gradually be replaced by switches capable of running turn-prohibition. Thud, the algorithm prohibits at most 1/2 of the turns in the network. Thus, the total number of permitted turns in the network always exceeds the total number of prohibited turns. This result is valid for any given graph and spanning tree on it. Furthermore, it is generalizable to weighted graph topologies. In this latter case, the algorithm guarantees that the total weight of permitted turns always exceeds the total weight of prohibited huns in the network. We note that the constraint of permitting all the turns along a given spanning tree is critical for backward-compatibility. Without this constraint, a tighter bound on the fraction of prohibited turns can been achieved,
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 11, we give a brief overview of the IEEE XO2.ld protocol and discuss related work. In Section 111, we introduce the TBTP algorithm, prove its main properties, and analyze its worstcase time complexity. In Section IV, we provide a general framework for maintaining backward-compatibility in an heterogeneous network composed of both "intelligent" switches, capable of running turn-prohibition, and legacy switches. We also propose heuristics to determine the order in which legacy switches should be replaced in order to achieve the fastest performance improvement. In Section V, we present numerical results, comparing the TBTP algorithm with the standard spanning tree. algorithm and an earlier turn-prohibition approach called UpiDown [14] . Through extensive simulations on a variety of graph topologies, we show that thc TBTP algorithm significantly outperforms the two other schemes with respect to throughput 'and end-to-end delay metrics. The last section is devoted to concluding remarks.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. The Spanning Tree Algorithm (IEEE 802.ld)
The spanning tree algorithm, first proposed in the seminal paper of [15], is the standard for interconnecting LANs, according to the IEEE 802.ld prolocol.
This algorithm requires a unique identifier (ID) for every switch and every port within a switch. Using a distributed procedure, it elects the switch with the smallest ID as the root. 
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A spanning tree is then constructed, based on the shortest path from each switch to the root (switch and pon IDS are used to break ties).
Every switch brings the ports connected to its parent and children into a forwarding state. All remaining ports are placed in a blocking state. Ports in the forwarding state are used to forward data frames, while pons in the blocking state can only be used for forwarding signaling messages between switches.
Packet forwarding is based on a backward-learning process.
When a switch receives a packet from a certain host S , via one of its active ports P , it assumes that the same port can be used in the reverse direction to forward packets to host S. This way, each switch progressively constructs a A scheduling approach, suitable for a lossless Gigabit Ethernet LAN, is proposed in [6] in order to avoid deadlocks. Although this solution avoids changes in the hcdders of Ethernet frames, it requires the replacement of all the switches in the network and is inherently incompatible with the spanning tree approach. Our contribution substantially differs from previous work by guaranteeing a provable bound on the amount of prohibited resources (turns) in the network. Moreover, the TBTP algorithm that we propose is a general graph-theoretic approach for breaking cycles in networks. This algorithm is, thus, the three-tuple (2,1,3) represent the turn from link (2, 1) to link (1,3) around node 1.
Due to the symmetrical nature of bi-directional graphs, we will consider the turns ( i , j , k) and ( k , j , i) to he the same turn.
As shown in the sequel, an efficient approach for breaking cycles in a network is based on the prohibition of turns. For example, in Fig. l(a) , prohibiting the turn (2, 1,3) means that no packet can he forwarded from link ( 2 , l ) to link (1,3) leaves in the graph can always he permitted, since they do not belong to anv cvcle. We will denote bv R ( application-independent and can be used to avoid both infinite packet loops and deadlocks. Finally, OUT proposed algorithm is purposefully designed to he backward-compatible, as it relies on the spanning tree generated by the IEEE 802.ld protocol. Preliminary ideas leading to this work were presented in [ZO].
111. SCALABLE CYCLE-BREAKING ALGORITHMS In this section, we present our main contribution, the Tree-Based Turn-Prohibition (TBTP) algorithm, for breaking cycles in a scalable manner in Gigabit Ethernet Networks. We also briefly review an earlier turn-prohihition algorithm called Up/Down 1141 and discuss the theoretical advantages of the TBTP algorithm over that algorithm. Beforehand, we introduce our network model and notations, and provide a formal statement of the problem.
A. Model
We model a Gigabit Ethernet network by a directed graph G(V, E ) where V is a set of nodes (vertices) representing switches and E is a set of links (edges). We do not consider end-hosts, since they would just he l a v e s on the graph. We restrict our attention to bi-directional network topologies, that is, networks where nodes are connected by fullduplex links.
It is worth noting that essentially all modern Gigabit Ethernet networks make use of full-duplex links (in contrast to the original Ethernet where nodes were communicating over a shared medium link). We define a cycle to be a path whose first and last links are the same, for instance, ( n~, nz, n3,. . . , ne-I, ne, n1,nz).
Our goal is to break all such cycles in the underlying graph in order to avoid deadlocks and infinitely circulating packets. Note that the literature in graph-theory typically defines a cycle as a path such that the initial and final nodes in the path are the same [211. We refer to this latter definition as a cycle of nodes. A spanning tree breaks all cycles of nodes in a graph.
Breaking all cycles of nodes is, however, unnecessary in general. For instance, referring to Figure l(a), the path (5, I, 4 , 3 , 1 , 4 ) contains a cycle, while the path (5,1,4, 3,1,2) does not (although it contains a cycle of nodes). A cycle is, thus, created only when the same buffer or port is traversed twice, in the same direction. In particular, a path may traverse several times the same node without creating a cycle.
A pair of input-output links around a node is called a turn.
The three-tuple ( i , j , k) will be used to represent a turn from link ( i , j ) to link (j,k), with i # k. For instance, in Fig. l(a) ,
turns in the network. If the degree of each node i is 4, then
B. Statement of the Problem
providing connectivity for a graph G is given a-priori. We refer to links belonging to this tree as tree-links. Other links are referred to as cross-links.
Denote a set of prohibited N n s by ST(G). Our goal is to determine a set ST(G), such that 1) Every cycle in the network contains at least one turn from S,(G), i.e., all the cycles in the network are broken. 2) ST(G) contains a minimum number of elements.
3) All the turns between tree-links in T ( G ) are permitted.
Our problem, therefore, is to determine a minimal cyclebreaking set ST(G) that does not include N n S from T(G). If the tree is generated by the IEEE 802.ld protocol, then the solution to this problem would allow us to gradually replace legacy switches by switches capable of running turnprohibition. We present, now, two algorithms to address this problem. For simplicity of exposition, we first assume that all nodes in the network are intelligent nodes, that is, nodes capable of implementing turn-prohibition, We address backwardcompatibility issues with legacy nodes in Section IV.
C. Upmown
A possible approach for the construction of a cycle-hreaking set ST(G), is the so-called up/down routing algorithm [14].
In this approach, a spanning tree T ( G ) is first constructed. ?hen, nodes are ordered according to the level at which they are located on the tree. The level of a node is defined at its distance (in number pf hops) from the root. Nodes at the same level are ordered arbitrarily.
Once the nodes are ordered, a link ( i , j ) is considered to go "up" if i > j . Otherwise, it is said to go "down". A turn ( i , j , k ) is referred to as an upldown turn if node if i > j and j < k. Respectively, a dowdup tun is a turn such that i < j and j > k. Clearly, any cycle must involve at least one upldown turn and one dowdup turn. Therefore, it is possible to hreak all the cycles in a graph by prohibiting all the downhp turns. This means that packets can be transmitted over crosslinks as long as they are not forwarded over downlup turns. An illustration of the UpDown algorithm is provided in Fig. l(b) .
performance The Upmown than routing the simple algorithm spanning achieves tree approach much higher im- tree and its root node. In particular, it has been shown that the fraction of turns prohibited by this scheme, that is, the
Step 1
Step 2 ratio IST(G)I/JR(G)I, can be arbitrarily close to 1 in some networks [ l l l .
D. The Tree-Based Turn-Prohibition (TBTP) Algorithm
Tree-Based Turn-Prohibition (TBTP). This algorithm prohibits
Step 3 Final at most 112 of the turns for any given graph G and spanning does not provide any guarantees on the fraction of prohibited turns in the network.
We now introduce a novel cycle-breaking algorithm, called where every switch maintains a global topology map.
2) Analysis: We now prove the main properties of the TBTP algorithm. 1) For each node i, that has adjacent cross-link(s), COnSmt Theorem 1 The TBTP algorithm preserves network connectivity two sets of turns
3) Add all the turns from P(i*) into ST(G). 4) Delete all cross-links ( i * , j ) E E\&, and repeat the procedure until all the cross-links have been deleted.
The intuition behind the node selection is as follows.
Each node i, is associated with a potential set of permitted turns A(i) and a potential set of prohibited turns P(i). At each iteration, the selected node is the one that maximizes the difference between the cardinality of the sets, namely IA(;)I -IP(i)l. We will show in the sequel that there always exists at least one node for which this difference is greater or equal to zero. Thus, this selection strategy guarantees that the algorithm prohibits at most 1/2 of the turns in the graph. Figure 2 illustrates the algorithm. At the first step of the algorithm, the sets A(i) and P ( i ) are computed for each node i . For instance, for node 1, these sets are A ( l ) =
The selected node is node 3 for which IA(3)I -IP(3)I = 2 (either node 2 or S could have been selected as well). As a result, turn (1,3,4) is prohibited. The procedure is then repeated, but without cross-link (3,4). As shown in multiple such nodes, choose one at random).
{(1,5,2), (1,5,4)} and p(1) = {(2,1,5), ( 3 , L 5), (4, L5)).
Pro@
The algorithm never prohibits turns between treelinks. Thus, network connectivity is provided by the spanning tree T ( G ) .
Theorem 2 The TBTP algorithm breaks all the cycles.
Proofr If any cycle exists, then it must involve at least one cross-link. Thus, in order to prove the theorem, we need to show that a turn containing a cross-link cannot belong to any cycle.
The proof is by induction. The induction hypothesis is that each iteration of the algorithm, none of the turns around nodes previously selected, and containing a cross-link, belong to any cycle. This hypothesis is clearly me for the first node selected, say node i l . This is because the TBTP algorithm prohibits all the the nuns of the type ( j , i t , k) around node i l , where (j, i l ) are cross-links. Now suppose that n -1 nodes have already been selected and none of the turns, containing a cross-link, around these nodes belong to any cycle. The next chosen node is, say, node i n . We distinguish between two types of turns around node i , . First, we consider turns which contain a crosslink adjacent to one of the previously selected nodes. These turns have been permitted in one of the former steps of the algorithm, but can not lead to a cycle, by the induction 0-7803-8355-9/04/%!0.00 0 ' 2 4 l M EFE.
hypothesis. Second, we consider the turns around node in, containing a cross-link, and that do not involve a previously selected node. The TBTP algorithm prohibits all these turns.
As a consequence, the algorithm breaks all the remaining cycles that could have involved node in with one of its adjacent cross-links. The induction hypothesis is thus justified, and the proof of the theorem is complete.
We now show that the TBTP algorithm prohibits at most 1/2 of the m s in the network. We first prove the following lemma:
Lemma 1 At each step of the algorithm, the following inequaliry holds turn ( i , j , k ) , PmoR From Lemma 1, there must exist at least one node i for which the difference IA(i)l-IP(i)l is greater or equal to zero. Since, at each step, the algorithm selects the node z* that maximizes this difference, it is guaranteed that the number of permitted turns is greater or equal to the number of prohibited turns.
It is worth noting that the number of turns permitted by the TBTP algorithm is actually strictly greater than the number of prohibited turns. This is because turns between tree-links are all permitted as well.
3 ) Algorithm complexity: We next show that the TRTP algorithm has practical computational complexity.
most IVI iterations, the complexity of this component is
We therefore obtain that the algorithm complexity is Note that the above analysis assumes a straight-forward implementation of the algorithm. The computational complexity could be reduced by using advanced data structures, such as priority queues. Likewise, at each step of the algorithm, we do not have to repeat the computations of the set A ( i ) and P ( i ) for each node i , but only for a subset of the nodes.
) Extension for
Weighted Graphs: So far, we have only considered the case of unweighted graphs. However, in switched Ethernet networks, different links may have different capacity, e.g., 100 Mb/s versus 1 Gb/s. Consequently, the relative importance of different t u n s vary as well.
In order to address this issue, we can extend our results to weighted graphs. Each turn ( i , j , k ) in the graph is associated with a weight w ( i , j 3 k). This weight can he set according to any metric of interest [121.
The TBTP algorithm for weighted graphs remains the same as for unweighted graphs. We just have to replace IA(i)l and IP(i)l by the sum of the weight of turns in the corresponding sets. Moreover, since the proof of Theorem 3 holds unchanged, we obtain the following result for weighted graph topologies:
Corollary 1 The sum of the weights of pmhibited turns by the TBTP algorithm is at most 112 of the sum of the weights of all turns in 6.
O(lV*I). c w 1 w.
As an illustration, consider the example of Fig. 2 , but with the following distribution of weights for the turns: w(1,3,4) = 10 and the weights of all other turns set to 1. In such a case, the algorithm would prohibit the following set of turns ST(G) =  {(2,4,1), (2,4,3),(2,4,5),(3,4,1),(3,4,5) , (23531)3 (2,5,4)}. The overall weight ofthe prohibited turns is 7 which represents 25% of the total weight of the turns in the network.
IV. BACKWARD-COMPATIBILITY
In the description of the UpDown and TBTP algorithms in the previous section, we have assumed that all switches in the network are capable to perform turn-prohibition. In large networks, however, a massive replacement of all switches is a major issue and very unlikely to happen. In this section, we suggest a strategy for a smooth transition towards a complete replacement.
prOOfi The Of the computational can he broken down into the following components:
1) The construction of the spanning tree T ( 6 ) . This component has complexity O(1Vld). 
2) Computations of the sets A ( i ) and P(i
A. Approach
We consider an heterogeneous network consisting of both intelligent and legacy nodes. In order to ensure backwardcompatibility, we require intelligent switches to he able of running both the spanning tree algorithm (IEEE 802.ld) and turn prohibition.
At the very beginning, all the switches run the distributed spanning tree algorithm. AS a result,' every node k l o n g s to a spanning tree T ( G ) that is generated by the IEEE 802.ld protocol. 0-7803-8355-9iU4/$Z0.00 Oux)4 E l ? @ .
Next, intelligent nodes send "neighbor discovery" messages to their directly connected neighbors. As a result, an intelligent node knows if it is connected to another intelligent node or to a legacy node. Now suppose that two intelligent nodes are connected by a cross-link. Then use of this link may he possible, depending on the turn-prohibition algorithm being employed. However, if a cross-link connects between an intelligent node and a legacy node, then use of this link is not possible. This is because the legacy node would not accept to forward or receive packets over that link.
Therefore, a backward-compatible solution has to examine each tllrn ( i , j , k ) , where ( i , j ) is a cross-link and both nodes i and j are intelligent, and decide if this turn can he permitted or not. We now distinguish between the cases of UplDown and TBTP, I ) UpDown: We remind that the UpIDown algorithm requires nodes to be ordered. This information can readily be obtained from the IEEE 802.ld protocol, since each node n knows its distance d ( n ) from the root. Thus, each turn (i,j, k ) for which d(i) # d ( j ) and d ( j ) # d(k) can be resolved. It will be prohibited only if node j is farther away from the root than the two other nodes. Also, turns such that d ( i ) = d ( j ) can be resolved using the IDS of the switches, that is, if ID(I) > ID(j) then i > j and vice-versa.
Note that this approach works as well when node k in the  turn (i,j, k) is a legacy node, because node j knows whether node k is its parent or one of its children (remind that if node k is a legacy node, then link (j, k ) must he a tret-link).
2 ) TBTP: As mentioned in Section 111, the TBTP algorithm requires each node to have global knowledge of the network topology. This is of course not possible in an heterogeneous network, since legacy nodes would not participate in the process of collecting the topology (e.g., by generating or forwarding link-state packets).
Our solution is to implement the TBTP algorithm independently for each connected group of intelligent nodes. We refer to such groups as components of connectivity Figure 3(a) gives an example of an heterogeneous network with two components of connectivity, namely nodes 1,3,4 and nodes 6,7,8.
In each component connectivity, the intelligent nodes collect the internal topology of that component and run the TBTP algorithm to decide which turns should be permitted or prohibited.
In order to show why this approach breaks all the cycles, consider the following modified topology G'. This topology consists of the.original topology G, hut without all the crosslinks connected to legacy nodes (on one or both ends). We now observe that our backward-compatible solution is equivalent to having run the centralized version of the TBTP algorithm, described in Section 111, on the topology G'. Therefore, it follows from Theorem 2 that all the cycles in the network are broken. Figure 3 depicts an example of an heterogeneous graph G and its corresponding modified topology G'.
B. Packet Forwarding (Routing)
In a turn prohibition-based algorithm, such as UpIDown or TBTP, several paths may exist between a source and a 
C. Heuristics for Node Replacement
By implementing turn-prohibition instead of linkprohibition, the TBTP and UplDown algorithms clearly outperform the simple spanning uee algorithm. Therefore, the gradual replacement of legacy nodes by intelligent node will improve network performance.
An interesting question within this context is as to which legacy nodes should be replaced first in order to achieve maximum improvement. One simple strategy is the random one in which a legacy node is picked at random and replaced by an intelligent node.
We propose here another heuristic. This heuristic relies on the fact that a random replacement could lead to sets of intelligent nodes completely isolated, i.e., no cross-link can he enabled for forwarding. Instead, we propose a Top-Down approach whereas the replacement starts from the root, i.e., replacing the level 1 node first, then proceed with level 2 nodes and so on. This replacement strategy will guarantee the existence of at most one component of connectivity in the network. Moreover, it will relieve congestion kom the root. Therefore; we expect that this heuristic will lead IO a faster performance improvement than the random one. Our numerical results in the next section confirm this rationale.
D. Reconfiguration
In the case of nodenink failures, the spanning tree T(G)
is reconfigured according to the specifications of the IEEE 802.ld standard or its recently improved version, IEEE 802.lw, which supports faster spanning tree reconfiguration.
Once the spanning tree is reconfigured, a new set of permitted/prohibited turns is determined using the procedure described above.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we compare the performance of the various cycle-breaking approaches described in the previous sections.
In order to obtain comprehensive sets of results, we make use of both $ow level and packet level simulations.
Flow level simulations are based on fluid models. They provide fast, qualitative results and can be run over large number of graphs with different topology properties.
Packet level simulations, on the other hand, model network dynamics at the granularity of single packets. They can provide more accurate estimates on quality of service metrics, such as end-to-end delay and throughput. Unfortunately, they are computationally intensive, especially for large graphs.
A. Flow Level Simulations
The goal of our flow level simulations is to compare the performance of the algorithms as related to different network topology properties, such as the size of the network or the degree of the nodes. Another important objective is to evaluate the heuristics for node replacement discussed in Section IV.
Our simulations are based on random, connected graphs. Each node has fixed degree d, and the network size (number of nodes in the network) is JVJ. We assume that all links in the network have the same capacity C and we set C = 1 Gb/s. All the results presented correspond to average over 100 graphs with identical parameters.
Once a random graph is generated, each of the cyclebrcaking algorithms (spanning tree, Up/Down and TBTF') is run on top of it in order to determine a set of prohibited linkslturns. Routing matrices over a Nn-prohibited graph are computed using the generalized Bellman-Ford algorithm of [ l l l .
As a reference, we also simulate an ideal scheme when no turn in the graph is prohibited. We refer to this scheme as shortest path, since each flow is established along the shortest path from the source to the destination. We consider two metrics. The first is the fraction of prohibited turns in the network that is, the ratio IST(G)I/IR(G)I. A lower value for this quantity is considered to be better since it implies less unutilized network resources. The second metric is throughput. We compute this metric as follows. We assume a fluid model where flows are transmitted at a fixed rate. Each node establishes a session (flow) with k other nodes in the network, picked at random. In all of our simulations, we set k = 4. Each flow is routed along the shortest-path over the rum-prohibited graph (if multiple routes exist, then one is selected at random). Next, we determine the bottleneck link, which is the link shared by the maximum number of flows. The throughput is then defined as the capacity of the bottleneck link divided by the number of flows sharing it. In other words, the throughput is the maximum rate at which each flow can be transmitted without saturating the network.
) Complete Replacement of the Switches:
In our first set of simulations, we compare the performance of the algorithms assuming that all switches in the network are intelligent, that is, capable of performing turn-prohibition.
We first evaluate the performance and scalability properties of each algorithm as a function of the number of nodes in the network [VI. We assume the degree of each node to be d = 8. Table I shows that the TBTP algorithm prohibits about 10% fewer turns than UpDown. As expected, the simple spanning tree approach perform far worse, prohibiting about 90% of the turns in the network'. These results are almost insensitive to the network size. Figure 4 depicts the throughput performance with 99% confidence intervals. The results presented are in agreement with those obtained for the fraction of prohibited turns. We observe that, for 32 nodes, the TBTP achieves a throughput approximately 10% higher than that of UpDown. Moreover, the relative difference in the performance between these two algorithms increases with the network size. Another important observation is that the throughput of TBTP is within a factor of at most 1.5 from that of the "shortest-path" scheme. This means that the cost of breaking all the cycles in the network may not be too significant in terms of network performance. This is in clear contract with the spanning tree approach which achieves an order of magnitude lower throughput.
Next, we evaluate the effect of the graph density on the performance of the algorithms. We vary the degree of the nodes d. but keep the number of nodes fixed to IYI = 120. Table 11 provides evidence on the scalability of the turnprohibition techniques, as compared to the spanning Uee.
While the fraction of prohibited turns prohibited by the TBTP and UpDawn algorithms increase slightly with the degree d, the spanning tree approach experiences a much sharper increase. Figure 5 shows the throughput performance of the various algorithms as a function of the node degree. We note that increasing the degree of nodes implies an addition of links in the network. The spanning tree algorithm is the only algorithm that does not benefit from this increase. The reason is that a spanning tree permits the use of only IV/ -1 links in the network, independently of the topology. are intelligent Top-Down achieves a throughput roughly 50% higher than that obtained by the random approach. For both heuristics, the marginal gain in the throughput increases with the number of intelligent nodes. Figure 6 (b) shows similar results when intelligent nodes implement the' Up/Down algorithms, though the difference between the two heuristics is less significant in this case.
B. Packet Level Simulations
In this section, we present packet level simulation results obtained with the NS2 simulator [221. These simulations allow us to estimate the average end-to-end delay of packets as a function of the traffic load, for each of the cycle-breaking methods.
We consider two sample topologies. The first one, referr& to as graph GI, is similar to that adopted for the flow level simulation and consists of a randomly generated graph with 32 nodes of degree 8. Note that due to memory and computation constraints, we could not simulate gigabit links. We conjecture, however, that the simulation results would have been qualitatively similar to those presented here.
The results for the end-to-end delay are presented in Figure 7 . The results obtained for the two sample graphs are similar. We ohserve that the average end-to-end delay incurred with the spanning tree algorithm is always higher than with the two turn-prohihition approaches. Moreover, the maximum sustainable throughput, i.e., the traffic rate value X at which the end-to-end delay starts to diverge, is increased by a factor of about five when the turn-prohibition techniques are employed. The TBTP algorithm achieves a higher throughput than UpiDown, as the latter prohibits a larger number of turns. This problem has gained particular importance recently with the emergence of large metropolitan area networks (MANS), based on the Gigabit Ethernet technology. Toward this goal, we have proposed, analyzed and evaluated a novel cycle-breaking algorithm, called Tree-Based Turn-Prohibition (TBTP). This polynomial-time algorithm guarantees the prohibition of at most 112 of the turns in the network, while permitting all the turns belonging to a pre-determined spanning tree. We have shown that the algorithm can be generalized to the case where turns are assigned non-uniform weights (these weights can be set according to any metric of choice). In that case, the TBTF' algorithm prohibits at most l / Z of the total weight of turns in the network. This generalization is especially useful for networks with links of non-uniform capacity.
We have also presented a general framework for incrementally deploying TBW-capable switches in a way that is backward-compatible with the existing IEEE 802.ld standard.
Since several paths may exist between any source-destination pair, we have described a method to perform packet forwarding (routing) in an heterogeneous networks consisting of intelligent and legacy switches. The performance of the proposed algorithm was thoroughly evaluated using both flow-level and packet-level simulations. The simulation showed that the TBTP algorithm achieves a throughput that is about an order magnitude higher than that obtained with the spanning tree standard. Furthermore, for a wide range of topology parameters, the performance of the TBTF-algorithm differs only by a small margin from that of shortest path routing (which achieves the highest possible throughput in theory, but does not break cycles).
Finally, we have proposed a heuristic, called TopDown, to determine the ocder in which legacy switches should be replaced. This scheme proceeds by fist replacing the root node, then nodes at level 1, and so forth. We have shown that TopDawn replacement outperforms a scheme where legacy nodes are replaced at random, achieving a throughput 50% higher in some cases. An interesting open research area is to investigate whether this strategy might he further improved and devise other possible replacement schemes. 
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